Ultrahigh Storage and Fast Diffusion of Na and K in Blue Phosphorene Anodes.
In the wake of blue phosphorene's (BP) computational discovery and experimental realization, it has emerged as a versatile material with interesting optical, electrical, and mechanical properties. In this study, using first principles density functional theory calculations, we have investigated the adsorption and diffusion of Na and K over monolayer BP to assess its suitability as Na-ion and K-ion battery anodes. The optimized adsorption energies were found to be -0.96 eV for Na and -1.54 eV for K, which are sufficiently large to ensure stability and safety during operation. In addition, BP could adsorb Na and K atoms up to a stoichiometric ratio of 1:1 which yields a high storage capacity of 865 mA h/g for both adatom species. Through examination of the electronic structure and projected density of states of BP as a function of Na/K concentration, we predict that the band gap of the system increasingly shrinks, and in the case of maximum K adsorption, the band gap diminishes completely. Additionally, the diffusion of Na and K over BP is observed to be ultrafast, especially for K, and anisotropic with modest energy barriers of 0.11 and 0.093 eV for Na and K, respectively. Building upon these findings, we employed vibrational analysis techniques with transition state theory to incorporate kinetic effects and predicted a diffusivity of 7.2 × 10-5 cm2/s for Na and 8.58 × 10-5 cm2/s for K on BP. Given these advantages, that is, ultrahigh capacity, electrical conductivity, and high Na/K diffusivity, we conclude that BP can be considered as an excellent candidate for anodes in Na- and K-ion batteries.